Group Maturity and Agility, Are They Connected?
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Abstract—The focus on psychology has increased within software engineering due to the project management innovation “agile development processes”. The agile methods do not explicitly consider group development aspects; they simply assume what is described in group psychology as mature groups. This study was conducted with 45 employees and their twelve managers (N=57) from two SAP customers in the US that were working with agile methods, and the data were collected via an online survey. The selected Agility measurement was correlated to a Group Development measurement and showed significant convergent validity; i.e., a more mature team is also a more agile team. This means that the agile methods probably would benefit from taking group development into account when its practices are being introduced.

I. INTRODUCTION

Groups have existed as long as humans have and our ability to form and work in groups is key to our survival and development. However, many people dislike working in groups because group work can be cumbersome and involve conflict, hurt feelings, and inefficiency. The reason why organizations want to organize work in group-form is because when a group is working well, it works extremely well compared to other work methods [1]. This aspect has become more evident in software engineering lately. Before, the traditional approach to software development was that projects usually were considered to be “plan-driven”. These methods come from the systems engineering and other disciplines, and were established to coordinate large inter-operating components. However, software does not function as hardware and different standards were therefore introduced [2].

Group Development research got much attention before the 1960s. After that, the research on groups declined and the focus changed to the individual as the unit of research. Applied studies were still conducted that tried to understand productivity and effectiveness in groups. However, to try to fix groups one must understand how they work. Or as Wheelan and Hochberger [3] adequately put it: “before one jumps to fix something, one has to know what is broken”.

When changing to an agile method (e.g. eXtreme Programming, Scrum, Lean etc.), where cooperation and a self-organizing team are central, some aspects of the modern workplace might cause problems. If group members are unable to, e.g., be physically present during meetings, the aspect of human interaction becomes harder to achieve and problems concerning communication, culture, trust, and knowledge management appear [4]. Because of the new agile management technique, organizational psychology issues have gotten more attention in software engineering [5]. Over the years there have been many models within psychology on how groups behave. There seemed to be a pattern of what happens to all groups. These patterns have been categorized into different stages and labeled differently by many researchers. Bion [6], for example, states that a group always has two states; the work group, and the basic assumption group (consisting of dependency, flight-flight, and pairing stages). Tuckman and Jensen [7] defined a classic development model with the phases; forming, storming, norming, and performing. These stages perfectly correspond to the theory used in this study and are described in the Group Development Section in this paper.

The study of agile development is quite a new research field and the connection between agile methods and psychology has just begun. Some studies have been conducted regarding agile methods in connection to group norms [8]–[10], culture [11]–[14], personality traits [15]–[17], and job satisfaction [18], [19], but only one article has been found on agile teams and group psychology [8], in which they conclude that productive group norms give better results.

Some people might think that focusing on relations in a group is a waste of time. The group must work from the beginning and not spend time on unimportant matters. The problem is that group development cannot be circumvented. The fact is that a mature group performs much better; e.g., they finish projects faster [20]. Students perform better on standardized test if the faculty team is at a mature development stage [21], [22], and intensive care staff functioning in a mature team save more lives [23]. Paying attention to group development could help the group to succeed. The agile methods assume that groups are mature since they describe agile collaboration in the same way as a characteristic mature group. The agile methods cannot skip the aspect of group development, since all groups will have to deal with its effect, i.e., much more of what happens in agile teams would be understood better if group development was taken into account. However, in order...
to justify such a merge, it must be shown that agility and group development have connections.

The main contribution of this study is to investigate if there is a correlation between two independent measurements of agility and group development. We already want to highlight the importance of separating between correlation and causality here. We can not say if agile processes drive teams to mature or if mature teams are needed to adopt agility by doing a correlation study. What we can say is that the concept are connected and the one coexists with the other.

We have not found many thoroughly validated agile measurements, and we selected one of the well-cited tools to measure “agility”, based on the overview presented by Leppanen [24]. One issue is the definition of agility since we need to know what to measure. The reason why we chose Sidky’s [25] is that it provides a set of items in survey form that aims to measure the behavior connected to agile processes. The tool was validated with expert practitioners regarding its content, but has not been statistically validated (few of the agility measurements are [24]). If we found a correlation we, at least, can conclude that there are indications that the concept of agility is connected to the group maturity level, since practitioners have confirmed that the tools measure what they consider “agility” to consist of. It is, of course, evident that agile teams also go through the same development as other teams. However, if there is a correlation and an agile team has many similarities to a mature group, the implementation of agile methods could be adapted to the group’s maturity level, which could increase the understanding of agility and why they are easier to implement in some contexts. This will also partly help define agility since group maturity actually is one of the dimensions of agility.

a) Hypothesis: The agility measurement has significant convergent validity with regards to the group development measurement.

Section II will outline group development research and present the agility measurement used. Section III will present the survey and the statistical investigation conducted. Section V will analyze and discuss these results, and, finally, Section VI will present conclusions and suggest future work.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Groups and Teams

Keyton [26] defines a group as: “three or more members that interact with each other to perform a number of tasks and achieve a set of common goals”, which means that large groups are in fact a set of smaller subgroups and should be considered separately. If a group consists of more than eight individuals it is less productive than a smaller group [27]. A “work group” consists of members that want to create a shared view of goals and develop a structure to achieve the goals. A “team” is a work group that has shared goals and effective methods to achieve them, according to [3]. This implicates that many work groups in organizations are not teams. Only 17% of all groups were considered teams according to one study [3].

A modern aspect of teams is team building. Sadly, team building has been mixed up with getting to know people on a personal level. If a set of individuals are hired to work together to solve a certain problem, they will only benefit from getting training in the process that leads to the solution. If they spend their spare time and become life-long friends that may be good but not always necessary to get high performance teams at work [1]. Team building activities are of utter importance to team efficiency if they are connected to the group goal and the process of getting there [28].

B. Wheelan’s Integrated Model of Group Development

Many group development theories describe a dynamic view of a group. Older theory like the one presented by Bion [6] as well as newer group dynamic theory all evolve around a set of stages that groups go through [29]. The theory used in this study presented by Wheelan and Hochberger [3] is actually an integrated model of group development and is also branded as such (the model is called The Integrated Model of Group Development, or IMGD). Wheelan and Hochberger [3] later connected a survey to this model, called the Group Development Questionnaire (or GDQ). This tool measures the maturity level of a group in 4 different stages (see Figure 1). These 4 stages which will be presented in more detail next and the Group Development Questionnaire will be explained in detail afterward.

b) Stage 1: Dependency and Inclusion: The first stage is categorized by three main areas: concerns about safety and inclusion, member dependency on the designated leader, and a wish for order and structure. The group is supposed to become organized, capable of efficient work, and achieve goals, so the first state must have a purpose in getting there. The first step is to create a sense of belonging and lay the foundation of predictable patterns of interaction. After the stage one the group members should feel that they belong to that group of people and feel safe enough to contribute with their ideas and suggestions that they believe with help the group reach its goal. If this does not happen a group will stagnate, which happens when people stop attending meetings or do group-related work between them [3].

c) Stage 2: Counter-Dependency and Fight: The second stage of a group’s development is a conflict phase where fight is a must to create clear roles to be able to work together in a constructive way. The members have to go through this in order to be able to trust each other and the leader. When the group safely navigated through the first stage they have gained a sense of loyalty. As people feel more safety they will dare to speak up and express opinions that might not be shared by all members. In the second stage some hard work needs to be done. As was described about culture in earlier the shared perceptions of values, norms, and goals need to be set for the group. This set of rules need to be negotiated and put in place for the group to work effectively. In the first stage, some primary discussions about how people should interact and organize probably surfaced, however on a shallow level.
The Group Development Stages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage 1</th>
<th>Stage 2</th>
<th>Stage 3</th>
<th>Stage 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dependency &amp; Inclusion</td>
<td>Counter-Dependency &amp; Fight</td>
<td>Trust &amp; Structure</td>
<td>Work &amp; Productivity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Stage 1**: Counter-Dependency & Fight
- **Stage 2**: Trust & Structure
- **Stage 3**: Work & Productivity

Focus on relationships and emotions. Focus on work and productivity. 80% work-oriented, 20% relation-oriented.

More work is needed though in order to agree on these aspects and every member needs to participate for this to occur [3].

d) **Stage 3: Trust and Structure**: The third stage is structure-developing phase where the roles are based on competence instead of striving for power or safety. Communication will be more open and task-oriented. The third stage of group development is characterized by more mature negotiations about roles, organization, and processes. The second category dealt with is the solidification of positive relationships. When the groups negotiate roles, organization, and procedures there will be an evident clarification and consensus about goals. The roles and tasks will also be adjusted to make goal achievement likelier. The leader’s role will be more consultative and less directive at this stage, and the communication structure is more flexible. The content of the communication is also more task-oriented instead of relation-oriented. Here, a greater tolerance of subgroups, cliques, and coalition is evident, and there is also an increased division of labor. Conflicts continue to occur but the conflict management is more effective. When the group builds the positive relationships there is an increase in the group cohesion and trust. The group members will also cooperate more and their work satisfaction will increase. Individual commitment to group goals and task will be high, and voluntary conformity with the group norms upsurges. Deviation from the group will be accepted if helpful for the group [1].

e) **Stage 4: Work and Productivity**: The fourth and final stage (excluding the termination phase) is when the group wants to get the task done well at the same time as the group cohesion is maintained over a long period of time. However, a group that only works is not the most effective one. Groups that work 80% and puts 20% into work-related relations (dealing with conflict and intra-personal issues) are the most effective ones. The group also focuses on decision-making and encourages task-related conflicts. This is a time of intense productivity and effectiveness. It is at this stage the group becomes a team. Of course, work is done at all stages but here there is a vast increase in focus on task accomplishment. Many people have never been a part of a stage four team. Some people that get to experience this say they never got to it before. There is usually an excitement in enjoying work so much and an ease in getting work done. Members of a team are usually thrilled and want the work to continue that way for as long as possible. This is possible, but it is also likely that backsliding occurs if the team is not careful. Getting to stage four is not easy and many groups never get there. The team needs to know how to stay in stage four [1].

C. **The Group Development Questionnaire (GDQ)**

In our opinion, the largest contribution by Wheelan [1] was to connect a questionnaire to group development. In doing so it has become possible to diagnose and pinpoint the current maturity level of a group. Their survey has a total of 60 items and provides a powerful tool for research and interventions in teams. The Group Development Questionnaire is divided into four different parts. Each of them measure how much energy is put into each stage of group development. The fourth part (GDQ4) measures work and productivity and has been shown to correlate with a diversity of effectiveness measures in different sectors, e.g., groups that have high scores on GDQ4 finish projects faster [20], students perform better on standardized tests if the faculty team is has high scores on GDQ4 [21], [22], and intensive care staff saves more lives [23].

D. **Agility Measurement**

Sidky’s Agility Measurement Index (or SAMI) is a tool developed by Sidky [25]. In Sidky’s [25] framework, the researcher/assessor conduct qualitative interviews and set up numbers 1-5 in a questionnaire depending on the answers. So, Sidky’s [25] framework is a mix between qualitative and quantitative research, where the researcher transforms qualitative answers into quantitative numbers (in this study, though,
III. Method

This section presents the method used to assess agility, group maturity, and correlate these measurements.

A. Participants

The survey sample consisted of 45 employees and their twelve managers (N = 57) from two large multinational US-based companies with 16,000 and 26,000 employees and with revenues of US$ 4.4 billion and US$ 13.3 billion respectively. Both stated that they are using agile methods in the projects that participated. One of the companies is in the Retail Business and the other is in the Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG) Industry. However, the groups participating in the research were only IT projects. This study was conducted together with SAP America Inc. and they mediated the contacts, however, only two of the participating teams were Agile SAP implementation projects.

B. Surveys

The surveys used in this study were Sidky’s [25] manager and developer surveys from agile level 1 presented earlier with part 4 (GDQ4 Work and Productivity) of the Group Development Questionnaire [3] added in the beginning of both surveys. The Agile Measurement surveys (separate manager and developer parts and both with the GDQ in the beginning) were put together in online surveys containing 41 and 44 items respectively for the team members and managers to answer on a Likert scale from 1 to 5 (where 1 = low agreement to the statement and 5 = high agreement). Below are three sample question from the GDQ4 and three from the agility measurement.

- GDQ4: The group gets, gives, and uses feedback about its effectiveness and productivity.
- GDQ4: The group acts on its decisions.
- GDQ4: This group encourages high performance and quality work.
- Agility: Process change in the middle of the project should not be considered a disruption since the process change is worth the benefit it will bring.
- Agility: There should be a mechanism for persistent knowledge sharing between team members.
- Agility: When you run into technical problems, you usually ask your team members about the solution.

In order to say which group stage a group is in, the whole 60-item GDQ survey must be used. However, it is possible to only measure the degree of effective group work by only using scale four of GDQ. This reduces the number of items to 15, which makes it less time consuming. This is the scale that was correlated to other effectiveness measurements in health care, schools etc. (see Introduction Section).

C. Procedure

The surveys were sent out to the employees via email by their manager. The survey was created as an online survey and the link to it was shared in the email. The surveys were sent to 92 employees and 57 replied, i.e., a response rate of 61%. This response rate is above average (55.6%) within social science research [31]. One reminder was sent via email by one of the managers (from one of the organizations). Filling out the survey took approximately 10 minutes and all the questions were compulsory. They were sent to the employees by the manager who stated how many months each participating group had been working together.

D. Data Analysis

A first step to see if there is a connection between agility and group development would be to do a simple correlation analysis of the same individual’s mean value results in the two measurements. Assuming that the agile tool really measures some aspects of agility, this would show that they are connected.

In order to evaluate if the data was normally distributed we plotted the frequency of the Regression Standardizes Residuals (see Figure 2). We also conducted a Shapiro-Wilk Test for each value of the GDQ4. As Figure 2 shows there were no surprise that none of them were significant, i.e. our normality assumption is valid for our linear regression model.

IV. Results

A. Results from the Surveys

In order to calculate the intervals to compare to nominal scores, the items belonging to each category were calculated according to the procedure described in Sidky [25], with one small alteration to the tool; the result of the item “Other peoples’ titles and positions intimidate people in the organization”. This variable was inverted because the aspect of intimidation of titles must be seen as a negative thing within the agile approach. Sidky [25] also writes that this item is used to determine: “Whether or not people are intimidated/afraid...
to give honest feedback and participation in the presence of their managers”. Sidky also confirmed this himself in email cadence.

A problem with using the SAMI to measure agility is the terms “Manager” and “Scrum Master/Agile Coach”. Two of the respondents gave the following feedback: “We have a PM and an Agile coach. I consider their agile skills to be far apart which leads to some ambiguity when answering questions around ‘manager’. “, and “Some of the questions on my manager are irrelevant or could be misinterpreted. My manager isn’t part of the IT organization.”. This ambiguity probably affects the responses since some of the agile teams have both a Manager and a Scrum Master. A purely agile team is not supposed to have a manager and to have both managers and agile leaders is not part of any agile framework. As mentioned before, the Scrum Master manages the project but the team is supposed to be organizing itself. This will make it harder for us to find significant results since the responses will contain more variance. However, a mixture of methods is the reality in many companies today [32].

The amount of time the groups had been working together ranged from 1–24 months and with a mean value of 7 months.

B. Results from Statistical Analyzes

The result of this study is under the assumption that Sidky’s [25] SAMI items reflect some aspects of agility.

Figure 3 shows the scatter-plot for all the agile practices’ mean values as dependent variable and the GDQ4 mean values as independent, for all 57 individuals. Each dot represents one individual and its score (mean value) on both the agility (y-axis) and group development (x-axis) items. The $R^2$ (i.e. explained variance by the model) is 0.305 which means that 31% of the variance in the agile measurement can be explained by the GDQ4 measurements.

The data points are evenly spread out around the regression line, which means that the residuals can be assumed to be reasonably normally distributed. This is an important prerequisite for correlating variables with these types of methods. Table I shows the simple linear regression analysis behind the scatter-dot plot. In a simple linear regression analysis the standardized beta is the same as the Pearson correlation coefficient, i.e., $r = .553$, $p = .000$, which is a strong correlation.

This shows that, in this data set, the GDQ4 measurement can significantly explain variance in the agility measurement and one unit increase in this variable is a .336 increase in agility, i.e. if a one takes one step from 3 to 4 on variable GDQ4 the variable “agility” would increase by .336.

We also did a $t$-test to see if there were any differences between how managers and developers assessed the agility level. We found no such difference ($t = 1.039, p = .303$).

V. DISCUSSION

The results of this study show that the measurements for group development and agility we used are correlated. This is a first step to evaluate the usefulness of further studies and understanding within this new research sub-area. In the long run, this could have implications for how to approach agile methods and suggest that parts of the agile approach possibly are aspects of group development. This gives a positive answer to the research hypothesis whether the Agility measurement has significant convergent validity with the Group Development measurement.

The fact that they are connected shows that agile methods are probably harder to implement in new teams than traditional methods. Or, since the group needs to be mature to be agile, the methods might also enable the group to develop. Since there is an important difference between correlation and causation we need to reflect on all possible reasons for our found correlation. First, agility causes groups to mature, second, mature groups are needed to have agility, third, other unknown variables mediate both high agility and group maturity.

The first possible causation (that agility pushes groups to mature) is not supported by earlier research according to us. According to, for example, [33], [34] teams can implement agile practices without being agile. Even if agility is a concept that is hard to define, the agile practices can be seen as enablers for group maturity, but are not enough on their own. Of course, if one defines agility as a culture that is responsive to change the true agile team is a stage four high-performing team as well.

The second possible causation (that team maturity is a prerequisite for agility) also comes back to the definition. If we mean agile practices here, teams do not have to be a stage four team to be agile. However, we believe that a culture that is responsive to change in absolute terms (and not in comparison to an earlier plan-driven/waterfall management approach) do need to build a mature team (with productive groups norms, good conflict resolution and decision-making techniques etc.) in order to being able to work in such a flexible way.
The third option (that other variables affect both our measurements) is very likely in a complex adaptive systems such as a team in an organization. What is interesting with the GDQ measurement is that it measures quite abstract group development patterns the reflect the team’s internal perception of cooperation as well as external factors that affect the team. Of course there are a large set of other variables that influence both our measurements and we can not either be sure that our measurements reflect the underlying construct we aim to investigate. Maybe the group development in an agile context needs to be measured differently and be intertwined in a new way for the process to be understood from a causality point of view. This is research we are most interested in conducting in the future.

In the following part of this discussion we will give recommendations under the assumption that team maturity somehow is a prerequisite for agility.

The impact of group norms are known, but not given enough attention in software engineering research to be able to guide both practitioners and researcher, according to us (except for one article published 2012 [8], presented in the Introduction Section). The fact that agility and group development are correlated actually strengthens the agile approach since these measurements are also correlated to other effectiveness measurements in other fields [20]–[23]. In other words, this study helps define part of agility as being aspects of group development. Maybe the methods can push teams into becoming high performing in a way that traditional plan-driven project management techniques can not. If the agility measurement is positively correlated to the group maturity measurement it would be expected that waterfall methods are the opposite. The results presented in this study should be seen as an indication that project management ideas have much to learn from social and group psychology when it
comes to helping teams to mature. For example, by integrating the dynamic and developmental view of “goals”, “roles”, “interdependence”, “leadership”, “communication and feedback”, “discussion, decision-making, and planning”, “implementation and evaluation”, “norms and individual differences”, “structure”, and “cooperation and conflict management”, the processes of building an agile team will be clearer. It is also only lately this type of measurements are possible with high validity [3] and, thus, a lot of work conducted in teams should take the group’s maturity level into account. Although all types of projects might not need an agile way of working to meet its requirements, nor have we looked into the effectiveness of the methods. One way to do this could be to monitor velocity on a diversity of teams in connection to their group maturity.

Since the Group Development Questionnaire has a work psychology intervention connected to it, it would be very interesting to see if groups adopt agile development processes better and faster in groups that get coaching only with regards to their group development. Such an intervention has no connection to Software Engineering today.

The groups participating in this study had been working together from one to 24 months and with an average of seven months. In group development theory a group needs, as a mean value, 6 months to become high performing [27]. This study therefore shows that groups that have met less than 6 months are more unlikely to be high performing and therefore less agile in their processes.

A. Validity Threats

In this study we have shown that the two different measurements of agility and group development are correlated. Mature groups could function better no matter what the process is and we did not have a control group with traditional waterfall projects. Since agility is positively correlated to group development, traditional teams should not be, however, this is an assumption and should be researched empirically. The agility measurement is also not thoroughly validated, which could mean that it does not even measure “agility”. This is a problem since agility is very much an ambiguous concept, but we still argue that parts of what is meant by agile is present in the SAMI items. We also neglect the aspect of if the effectiveness of the agile practices used. In the future such a measurement (like velocity) would add the much needed aspect of if these methods are relevant and in which contexts.

We do believe that an agile group is a mature group, however, we want to be careful generalizing our results, since we have a small sample without much background information about the teams. This study needs to be replicated to empirically provide more evidence before we can draw conclusions about the wider population of agile teams.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper set out to see if the agility measurement had significant convergent validity with a measurement of group maturity. Through a correlation analysis, we found such a correlation using a simple linear regression analysis. These findings are important contributions to agile software development because an agile team seems to also be a mature team as defined by social psychology. We believe, therefore, that aspects and experiences from group psychology should be integrated into the transition to agile software development.

For future research, we suggest these preliminary results are further investigated with a larger sample. Also, a deeper analysis of what aspects in particular that correlate more strongly or weakly would be interesting to the community. It would also be useful to more rigorously define how the agile methods can be adapted to the group’s development stage before they are implemented. It would also be interesting to see how agile practices are adopted over time in relation to group maturity. More studies should also be conducted that include a larger sample size.
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